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TRAVEL

Discover  
 OAHU

Oahu is the island that most people picture when they think of Hawaii. The 
crystal-clear waters of Waikiki Beach invite you to splash in the sun-soaked 
shallows; the dramatic shape of Diamond Head towers above the pounding surf in 
the distance; high-rise resorts line the waterfront, interspersed with swaying palms. 

Oahu is also home to Honolulu, Hawaii’s capital and largest city. Since King Kamehamea 
unified the islands and moved his court from Maui to Oahu, this island has been the heart 
of Hawaii. The island is also a very culturally-rich location, where American, Asian, and 
Pacific Islander traditions have blended together—which is fitting for Oahu because the 
very name is often translated into The Gathering Place.
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The only royal palace on American soil is 
located in Oahu. Iolani Palace has been open to the 
public as a historical landmark since 1978. Queen 
Liliʻuokalani was its last royal resident; she wrote the 
famous ballad Aloha ‘Oe. 

DID YOU KNOW? 

There are two perfect times to visit Oahu: mid-April to 
early June, and September to mid-December. During 
these seasons, the crowds are smaller, airfare and hotel 
rooms are at their lowest prices, and festivals abound. 

The weather hovers in a perfect zone of 60-80 
degrees all year-round, but many tourists try to take 
advantage of slightly drier weather from mid-June to 
August.

If you surf (or like watching surfers) the North Shore is 
popular between December and early April. Hang ten!

WHEN TO GO
TO MAUI
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THINGS TO DO AND 
DISCOVER IN MAUI8

1 SOAK IN THE SUN AND SPLASH IN 
THE SURF AT WAIKIKI BEACH

This is the #1 attraction in Oahu, and you’ll see why right when you feel the sand between your toes. The 
biggest resorts in Hawaii are along this picture-perfect beach, with its shallow, azure waters—popular 
for surfers, swimmers, and sunbathers. 

There’s also lots of shopping near the beach, along with restaurants and bars that come to life at night. 
Waikiki is also a family-friendly destination; in addition to the beach, there’s also the Honolulu Zoo, 
Waikiki Aquarium, and Kapiolani Park—where there’s often a festival or concert going on. 

2 CLIMB UP DIAMOND HEAD 
AND KOKO HEAD STAIRS 
Diamond Head is an ancient, volcanic cone rising above the ocean. Its Hawaiian name, 
Lēʻahi, comes from the fin of a tuna—maybe you’ll see the resemblance. If you’re up for the 
challenge, a short but steep trail will bring you up to some abandoned fortifications with 
incredible panoramic views. Part of the trail will carry you through a tunnel into the crater itself.

Another incredible vista can be seen from the top of Koko Head, another dormant volcano. The “Koko 
Head Stairs” to the top are actually an abandoned military train track. There are over 1,000 steps (which 
are actually railroad ties) to the top, and it gets steeper as you ascend—but the view is worth the climb. 

3 REMEMBER THOSE WHO SERVED 
AT PEARL HARBOR   
A Pearl Harbor is one of the most important locations in U.S. history. When Japan bombed the U.S. 
military base at Pearl Harbor in a surprise attack, the U.S. decided to enter WWII. Today you can 
visit the USS Arizona War Memorial, which is built right above the sunken hull of the battleship. 

Step aboard the USS Missouri, the last battleship ever built by the US Navy. It was on the deck of this 
battleship that Japan surrendered, ending WWII. Learn what life was like underwater by exploring the 
submarine, USS Bowfin. There’s also an immersive museum and visitor center by the water. Keep in 
mind that you should book your tickets ahead of time because a limited number of only 1,300 passes are 
given out every day.
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From beaches to hikes to cultural experiences, Oahu has 
something for everybody. Check it all out in this list of 8 
attractions. 

4 SOAK IN THE BEAUTY OF 
KAILUA BEACH PARK 
Kailua Beach is another beautiful stretch of white sand meeting turquoise waters. The 2.5-mile strip also 
has bathrooms, showers, and picnic tables, so it’s worth considering for a day trip—it’s about half an 
hour away from Honolulu.

The waves at Kailua are not too intense, making this an excellent spot for boogie boarding and kayaking. 
If you’re up for a longer kayaking experience, there is a five-hour group tour that will take you out to the 
small islands of Mokulua Islands, where you can get a different view of the beach and tropical waters.

5 HIKE AND EXPLORE THE TIDE 
POOLS AROUND MAKAPU’U POINT 
   Makapu’u Point is the most eastern tip of Oahu, and it offers some hiking paths with incredible views of 
Makapuʻu Bay, Waimanalo Bay, and the Ka ʻIwi Channel. Just off the hiking paths are some cool tide 
pools and blowholes in the black lava rocks (be careful where you walk). In the winter months, Makapu’u 
Point is a great place for whale watching.

Nearby Makapu’u Point is Sea Life Park Hawaii—rated Hawaii’s Best Family Attraction. It’s a kid-friend-
ly stop to see penguins at play, watch a sea lion show, and swim with dolphins. If you like dramatic views 
of lighthouses over the pounding surf, check out the Makapuu Point Light at the end of the trail; it has the 
largest lens of any lighthouse in the United States. 

6  SEE THE SEA LIFE OF OAHU’S 
NORTH SHORE AT LANIAKEA 
Oahu’s North Shore is far less traveled than the beaches around Honolulu. If you want some unspoiled 
vistas of sea and sky, head north to Laniakea Beach, the very name of which means wide sky. Laniakea 
Beach is not so great for casual swimming; there are many rocks, and the water is usually rough, espe-
cially during the wintertime—when it becomes a premier destination for surfers from around the world.

However, Laniakea Beach is great for viewing marine life, both on the beach and in the water. It’s also 
called Turtle Beach, due to its slow-moving, gentle residents: Hawaiian Green Sea Turtles. They love the 
rocky cove because it’s rich in sea-kelp and green moss. Just remember that Federal Law prohibits touching 
the turtles. However, the waters are incredibly clear, and you can take a 90-minute guided snorkeling tour. 
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7 WANDER THROUGH THE 
BAMBOO TO LULUMAHU FALLS 
Halfway between Honolulu and Kailua is an unofficial 3-mile trail meandering through a 
bamboo forest and terminating at Lulumahu Falls. The trail actually runs through government 
property, and you technically need a permit to hike it, but it’s actually one of Oahu’s most popular trails.

The short hike crosses some streams and can have muddy sections; some advisories 
mention it can be dangerous in the rain. But the unspoiled beauty of this 50-foot waterfall, 
cascading into the rock pool below, has called to travelers from around the world. If you need something a 
little more maintained and with public restrooms, a nearby trail leads to the 150-foot Manoa Falls.

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
Oahu is probably the most accessible island to visitors of Hawaii, and there is definitely a lot to 
do and see on the island. If you like the traditional vacation of sun and surf, there are excellent, 
world-famous beaches. If you like hiking and incredible vistas, there are dramatic landscapes to 
explore. If you like history and culture, there are interesting places to reflect and immerse in an 
experience. Of course, if you 2.5-mile all of those things, Oahu—the gathering place—will certainly 
welcome you. local fishermen. If you dine between noon and 5:00 PM, you can catch some $6.50 
Mai-Tais. 

8 FEAST LIKE KAMEHAMEHA 
AT THE POLYNESIAN CULTURAL 
CENTER 
The Hawaiian Islands are not the only islands in the Pacific. If you don’t have time to visit all of them, 
you can get a sampling at the Polynesian Cultural Center, which is about an hour away from Honolulu. 
Over a million visitors every year visit this living museum, to wander (or sail) through six Polynesian 
villages.

You can also enjoy a traditional luau, complete with a pig roasted in an underground oven. At night, 
a dance performance called Hā–Breath of Life will allow you to see dances from Hawaii, Tonga, Fiji, 
Samoa, Tahiti, and New Zealand. 
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